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R E S E A R C H 

ANO INFORMATION SUPPORT TO LEGISLATURE 

BY AURORA SIMANDJUNTAK (INDONESIA) 

We all know that Parliamentary 

Asia Pacific region are yet to be 

Libr·aries in The 

developed, let 

alone having a Research and Information Section in 

the Library, except for a very few of us who are 

privileged to own all that a modern Parliamentary 

Library should have. 

Some of us likp Indonesia are starting to 

initiate this very important part of a Parliamen

tary Library, beginning by having important people 

like the Speaker of the Parliament to visit the 

C.R.S. in Washington 1988. 

Needless to say, 

light 

they were very impressed and 

gave 

tant 

the green 

project. 

to embark on this very impor-

If one wants to succeed in any endeavour, one 

must be prepared for interference, disapointments, 

hurdles, diffcculties and challenges, and above all 

one had to be very patient and accommodating, 

so in a complete alien supportive measure to 

more 

Pa --

liament, especially in our Region i.e. developing 

countries. 

In Indonesia we did it through two ways 

l. To encourage MPs who 

to visit the C.R.S. 

travels to the 

The U.S. Embassy are most helpful in 

case and understanding by arranging 

visits. 

U.S.A 

this 

such 

2" By star·ting the real thing, the 

Data-base project 

Resear·ch 

Center and (The T. A. F 



sponsored this project), and we started to 

recruit would-be researchers in 1989. 

The Univ. of Indonesia was also asked to help 

to train the new recruits for research purposes for 

Parliament, although they are still trying to 

their way_ 

find 

Basic knowledge as to where to find and how to 

approach people were taught in the Library. 

Embassies are also very helpful, like the 

have U • S _ A • Brazilian, Venezuelian are pleased to 

them asking questions and informations. 

It is heartening to give them a wider knowledge 

and also a chance to practice their English by 

bringing them - by courtesy of the USIS - to 

net programs, Seminars etc. 

world 

The real research is not yet started but at 

it least we are paving the way, however difficult 

sometimes turned out to be. 

For the data-base, hopefully one day, it will 

be an on-line one; we were given 26 

and 

computer 

network 

printer_ 

terminals with the server a 

All the equipments are given by the T.A.F. 

At 

area. 

the moment not much are achieved 

We are starting the data base 

in 

by 

laser 

this 

first 

familiarizing the committees and faction staffers 

to the instruments. 

Later when they enjoy the simple retrievals of 

the information they have entered then we can 

further. But real data Entry Operators we do 

step 

not 



have yet. As I said step by step and a great deal 

of courage. 

To understand matters, especially social prob

lems. the would be researchers, staff and MPs who 

are interested got a chance to improve their Eng

lish, because quality information about those 

things are mostly written in English, also spon

sored by TAF. 

As I have said before, in every endeavor there 

are tides and ebbs, but we should not lose heart, 

only wait patiently till the tide returns, so we 

can row our boats again to the destination we all 

hoped to see and enjoy. 

Thank you. 

Islamabad, May 1992 




